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Party on the
Green to host
big-nam- e band
JASON GINDELE
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Though no specific names were
given, SAB members confirmed ru-
mors that efforts are being made to
land a nationally-know- n band to play
at the popular Party on the Green this
coming falL
Three dates in late September and
earry October have been targeted for
the event, but the band can not be
booked until mid-summ- er when tour-
ing schedules are released.
"We have aprioritized list ofpoten-
tial bands that the committee decided
upon," SAB President Chris Farrell
said. "Wejust have to wait to see what
ones are available.''
"We understand what the campus
wants," SAB advisor Karen Fisher
i&ifl, "and we want to meet their
Deeds
SAB felt that combining a nationally--
known entertainer with Party on
the Green would ensure its success
since it is "a proven winner," accord-ingi- o
SAB's Peter Hahn.
The organization hopes that the
eventwin erase memories of their last
big-na- me event the disastrous Hoot-e- n
concert in April 1991. "We feel
we've learned from the mistakes of
the Hooters, and I feel that we are far,
far better prepared this time around,"
yflid Hflh", last year! performing arts
continued on page 3. col 3
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NEWS A&E SPORTS
College receives $25 mil-
lion
Search for self-expressi- on: Hypnotist to perform in Golf places fifth in Denison
grant students visit tattoo artist McGaw this evening Invitational
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Faculty to reevaluate First Focus on Greek Week Scot Band prepares for Baseball extends to 16-5- -1
Year Seminar bonding season finale with victories over Kenyon
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Greeks erupt over
ad hoc proposals
JUDY NICHOLS
News Editor
With concerned and angry students
filling Lean Lecture Room to near
capacity. Campus Council's meeting
to discuss a package ofrecornmenda-tionso- n
sections andclubs turned into
a heated shouting debate.
Campus Council had planned to
discuss the entire package of recom-rnendatio- ns
point by point, but at the
end ofover two hours, only halfof the
package had teen considered. Each
proposal met with intense question-
ing and heated comments from many
students.
Students argued against several of
the proposals on the grounds that they
were being unfairly singled out as
Greeks. In response to the proposal
that executive officers of sections and
ekibe notbe onacademic probation at
the time of elections, several students
pointed out that such requirements
are not placed upon other organiza-
tions.
A similar argument surfaced dur-
ing discussion of the proposal mat
would require sections areiclubs,upcn
arushee's request, to give a reason for
not selecting that rushee. After Cam-- m
fmtnril r.mlained that such a
procedure was simply a safeguard to
ensure that rushees were not unfairly
discriminated against, several students
commented that other organizations
are not required to have this safe-
guard.
With the meeting threatening to
disintegrate several times. Campus
Council members repeatedly empha-
sized the meeting's purpose of hear-
ing students reactions to the propos-al-s
at hand. Council members also
asked that students offer alternative
suggestions when they disagreed with
the proposals.
Several viable alternatives and sug-
gestions did come out of the debate.
Students pointed out themconsistency
of requiring students to have 2.0
GPA. or higher to join a section or
club, when a first-ye- ar student only
needs a 1.75 GP.A. after the first
semester to be considered in good
academic standing.
In response to the proposal that
would move third rush to second se-
mester, students commented on the
difficulties in organizing a rush di-
rectly upon returning.
Students also emphasized the im-
portance of third rush, which was
generally considered to be the event
that enables rushees to make their
final decision about joining a section
or club. Students argued that under
the proposed system, rushees would
not have adequate time after, third
rush to make a decision before their
bids were due.
Outof this discussion. Bob Rodda,
Director ofLowryCenter and Student
Activities, proposed that Campus
Council consider moving third rush
back to first semester, while keeping
a proposed bid-matchi-ng system in
second semester.
As discussion shifted to the pro-
posed bid-matchi-ng system, several
students expressed concern in the
system's guidelines that call for a
prioritized list of rushees.
Such a list, students remarked, only
strengthened an image of selectivity.
Students suggested that instead names
be listed alphabetically in a primary
list and an alternate list
Several also remarked mat their
section or club preferred only to ac-
cept those rasheesvrho had chosen
them as their first choice, but that the
bid-matchi- ng system did not accom-
modate this.
When discussion moved on to the
proposal for a welcoming ceremony,
or activation, many students voiced
their extreme reluctance to give new
members their 'letters' at this time.
CpusCouncQmembersresponded
continued on page 2, col. 5
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'Top of the line' track
to be installed in May
FUSE M BATES
Assistant News Editor
Construction ofanew eight-lan- e,
400-met- er track at the College's
John P. Papp Stadium is scheduled
to begin in May.
Trte$300Xtrackwmrjefunded
entirely by gifts from alumni and
friends of the College.
The existing track will be torn out
and a macadam base installed, with
the actual running surface being
laid on top. In addition to the new
traclc, surfaced areas win be installed
for competition in the pole vault,
high jump, long jump, discus and
triple jump.
Tte preliminary sub-surfa- ce work
will be done by Walter Jones Con-
struction Co. of Wooster. Martin
Surfacing Company of Baltimore
-- wiliinstall-lhe top layer.
Wooster Athletic Director Wil-
liam McHenry commented, "We
did extensive research to determine
the very best surface for our needs.
All our research pointed to the track
we are getting and also to the com-
pany that will be installing it"
Wooster's Head Track and Field
Coach Dennis Rice described the
V't'
j t
new track as "the top of the line." He
added that the track willbeadefinite
pull for the College as more runners
from throughout the state and re-
gion will want to run on the new
surface.
Rice commented on the surface
as a "fast surface for meets but will
also be extremely good for training
since it will be easy on competitor's
legs."
First-ye- ar Adrienne Vredenburg
said that the current track is a tough
track to have workouts on.
Junior David Stouffer remarked
mat the new track is "way, way
overdue." He also added that he is
"happy that the administration fi-
nally realizes the value of having
decent athletic facilities."
Wooster has not hosted a meet
since 1991, but the College plans to
hostseveral majormeets on the new
track next year. Rice said that the
Wooster Invitational will be on the
new track next April. This meet
includes 10 teams. He added, We
are working to schedule two other
meets for next spring and will be
talking with area high schools about
the possibilities of hosting some
events as well" -
vv .V ' 1 )
Little Sibs weekend brings zoo to Wooster
photo by JOSHUA FAG ANS
Senior Dana Jackman, with nieces Brittanie, 7, and MacLynn, 5, Daugherty enjoy one of the various
exhibits from the Columbus Zoo on Saturday.
Page 2
News Briefs
ELBEM. BATES
Assistant News Editor
CAMPUS
Yalmao Onano "9 1 will be the College as a featured speaker for the 1993
imnna aymposmm Asm Z - MayZ.
Onaran worked as ajournalist in the former Soviet Union during the summer
of and will be staring his observatjons Fit. Apnl 29 mLowry 119.4 pjn.
toXJUpjn.
Onaran b a riatrveofTorkey. Afterconrpleting his undergraduate studies at
Woosser. he received a joumaiism degree from the graduate school at Colum
bia university m y2. He is currenuy working on a graduate degree m
inierrarxral A nam, also at (Jotumtu.
Onaran is also the US. correspondent for Nokia, one of the inost prestigious
weeuy magaines m Torxey.
NATIONAL
An arpent mass sakade ended the 51-davstan- fcff in Waco. Texas on
April 19. Hours after federal agents began to baaer holes in the walls of the
lonress ana spray tear gas irtnae. uavja Korean ana more man bo ot his
followers died when then- - coumpound burst into flame. At least 17 of those
dead are children. Aiaorities said may'were filling the buildirig with tear gas
in an effort to increase pressure on the cult niemben who refused to surrender.
They say the gas was not flammable, and the fire must have been set off by cult
official The deaths have been labeled siucide.
Abortion rights advocates are moving toward their goal of passing a
Freedom of Choice Act. now that their influence on Capitol Hill and in the
White House has been strengmened.
Inmates in LucasviBe, Ohio, released the secend of the eight prison guards
they took hostage in exchange for being allowed to broadcast their demands on
television.
President Clinton met wim the leaders of gay and lesbian organizations.
Thiiwas the Crst time homosexual groups have been welcomed mto the White
The Pentagon is hurrying to prepare an executive order to finally lift the
ban on gays and lesbians m the military. They are also coming op with a list
of practical measures to cany out me order.
INTERNATIONAL
Pleasure is mounting on Capitol Hm for the US. and its allies to take
military action in Bosnia. The Clinton Adrnimstration is still debating what it
can do without becoming too deeply involved.
righting exploded between the Croatian and Muslim forces nearSarajevo,
and the prospects for peace seem to have airninished even further in Bosnia.
The UN is soil trying to evacuate thousands of Muslims trapped m me fighting
zone, and helicopters are lifting wounded Muslims from tii area.
The United Nations Secunry Council did discuss declaring Srebrenica as
a safe haven, but many believe it would be an empty gesture at this stage of the
fighting.
The leaden ofPoland and Israel called fora new telatioriship between me
two groups atan outdoor ceremony atapbee wtJewsbettiedNazis 50 years
ago. I
In Great Britain, state-owne-d railroads arid coal nunes were shut down by
wctkm demanding safeguards against layoffs. The strike sffand one million
railroad passengers and paralyzed me whole rail system.
m $28 billion maid was pledged to Russia by the leading industrialist rtarions
of the world. However, much of the aid is constringent on terms Moscow is
reluctant to accept.
Boris Yeltsin is campaigning bard to pass a referendum on April 25 that
will allow him to keep his rule. He lashed out at the legislature, me Central
Bank, and even his vice president.
Mikhail Gorbachev visited the United States and gave talks promoting
environmental awareness.
and international news briefs compiled by Staff Writer
NINA LANY with information from The New York Times
Story ideas? News tips?
Give us a call at x-25- 98 (216-263-259- 8)
or drop us a note in campus box 31 87
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Students react to Greek changes
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pbow by PAUL BORDEN
Newly elected co-presid- ent of Inter-Gree- k Conscu, sophomore Betsy
Shannon, contribotes to Council dhrutrfons on Greek proposals.
continuedfrom frompage
that their proposal did not specify
about letters, and that such a process
could occur when the section or club
deemed appropriate.
What ensued, however, was a dis-
cussion aboot the importance of a
pledging period in which new mem-
bers were not considered "actives"
yet In response to Council members
asking what was integral to pledging
that would not be the same tinder
another system, students identified
traditions, trust, and love, in addition
to mare intangible qualities.
At several points in me meeting.
rflvnrc acewed Campus Cpq"vil of
carrying out a --secret agenda" with
their package of recornmertdations.
At the end of me meeting. Campus
Council crairRobb DeGraw remarked
mat such amissions were "disap-rjointing"inEgh- tof
me fact that Cam-
pus Council meetings are open
throughout the year to the campus
community.
In accordance with Council's
pledge to air all the issues in the
will continue Monday from 630
to 8 pjru, tentatively again in Lean
Lecture Room.
Campus Council action since Wednesday's meeting
la response to the suggestions and
alternatives -- voiced ax Council's
Wednesday meetin g. the ad hoc cora-rnSonsecnonsarcJubsrhTs- made
revisions to iis pac25 of reconv
rnendariont, ,
la ia proposal on acaclernics, the
comminre chaced the minimum
GPA reef Lurernent for entrance into a
section or ck& to what is defined as
"good acactonic sanding
Tbeccinrniseealsorevisediupro-posa- l
that executive oQcers of sec-tio- ns
and dubs not be on academic
probation at the time of elections:
Instead of making such a proposal a
, requirement. Council will only en--t
courase scftioi? QlibatQ.pdct
academic standards for cs executive
.
ofScers. ,
.
-
.
' :, ; --
.
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Other revisions inchidcd moving
third rush back to first semesar; the
bid-mntchi- ng sysm will remain in .
the second semester. The cornminee
abo recognized that more time will
be needed for evaluation of new
. member education proposals.
- Finally, the commiice revised the
bid-matchi-ng system so that each
sectioncrclub will subrrutahabet- -
Here they are . . .
ized pnroarY 2nd altcmste lists in--
Tb 'coci'plctecaissjon' of-tfi-e
jpeckz zc 01 recccimeccaiions. --- ni-
pus Csuncu has cccwca to hoia ;
another open meeting from 6J0 to
8 pset. Moniry, tentatively in Lean
Lecture Room. ,
Carnpus Council will then hold
another meeting Wednesday from
4 to 5:30 pjiL, tentatively in Lean
Lecture Room, fix interested cam- -:
pusniemhentodixusscOTuninee
revisions to the package of recom- -
triendnoons. ' J
' "-- - "
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... aQ those books that the computer EstedasDue- -416.' .LS. daare over seniors! pboto by
JOSHUA FACANS
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photo by PAUL BORDEN
Dr. Peter R. Grant during his lecture Tuesday night in Mateer.
Princeton professor focuses
lecture on 'Darwin's finches'
CHARLES M. CELEB REZZE
Staff Writer .
Dr. Peter R. Grant, professor of
Biology at Princeton University, de-
livered a lecture Tuesday night in
Mateer Auditorium titled "Darwin's
finches.
The lecture was part of the Teh-ca- n
Lectures" series in memory of the"
lateRalph Schrdber.a Wooster gradu-
ate and respected ornithologist.
Grant has been studying the popu-
lations of Darwin's finches on the
Galapagos Islands since 1973. His
lecture focused on his attempts to
figure out how new species of finches
have splitfrom pre-existi- ng finch spe-
cies on the Islands.
Thirteen species of finches exist in
the archipelago of the Galapagos Is-
lands. Charles Darwin hypothesized
that a new species of finch evolved on
each of the Islands from a single com-
mon ancestor.
However, Grant used a different
hypothesis. This hypothesis stated
that a common finch ancestor inhab-
ited one island and eventually spread
out to the other islands. Individuals
from the new populations then flew
tack to mterbrant with the original
population and possibly form a new
species. This would explain why two
different species live on the same
island. Grant's question was whether
a new species would form.
Grant tested the "reproductive con-
fusion potential' between birds from
different islands. He displayed two
female stuffed finches from different
species in a mating pose. The male
finches exhibited great reproductive
confusion by trying to mate with ei-
ther species. He got the same results
when he used live birds of similar
species.
The offspring, called hybrids, to
Granri surprise, survived better than
the original species. Therefore even-
tually the hybrid should, over time.
'Pelican? lectures?
These kctures obtained the name
"Pelican due to the extensive re--.
search an the bird by the late Ralph
Schreiber, to '-w- hom mis series is
dedicated. SchreiberwasaWooster
graduate and respected ornitholo-
gist who was curator of birds and
mammals at the LA. County Mu-seu- m
of Natural History.
replace the original species on the
island. Tnese results support Darwin's
hypothesis for one species per island,
but disprove the hypothesis Grant
used.
Faced with this evidence against
his hypothesis, Grant will continue to
test new hypotheses on the formation
of species on the Galapagos Islands.
Grant received his BA. from Cam-
bridge University in England, and
Ph.D.s from both The University of
British Columbia and Yale Univer-
sity. He joined Princeton University
in 1985 and is presently a professor
there.
improve academic programs
GARTH FOWLER
Staff Writer
Last fall the College met the re-
quirements for a S2.5 million grant
from the Andrew W. Mellon and the
William and Flora Hewlett Founda-
tions. The College received the final
installment this past Janu
ary.
Known as a challenge
grant, the two Foundations
agreed to pay one dollar
known as the "Presidential Discre-
tionary Fund for Faculty and Curricu-la-r
Development and Institutional
Self-Renewa- l," can fund. Specifi-
cally, the fund is designed to aid in the
starting ofnew projects that will even-
tually be self-perpetuati- ng.
Copeland commented that one
"programs are going to
1 y 7 -- T 4.
for every three dollars the SUCCVeU Ur IUU IaJ UIK eXlCni
College was able to raise
. .
on its own. The grant wui they are enthusiasticallyhave an annual income of
TC9nK backed byfaculty members.
Henry Copeland, the Col
lege was one of approximately 50
schools recognized on a list of se-
lected liberal arts colleges to be of-
fered the challenge.
The grant was completed in two
phases. The second phase was of-
fered after Wooster successfully met
the first challenge by funding such
programs as installing the new lan-
guage lab in the library and allowing
each professor to access the library's
computer catalog. It was evident to
the Foundations that the College's
use of the funds warranted another
challenge offer.
The Foundations have placed limi-tatio- ns
as to which programs the grant,
SAB expects to
bring big band to
Party on the Green
continued fromfront page
committee chair.
It is expected that between $7,500
and $ 10,000 will be spent on the band
alone. Though no off--campus spon-
sors are permitted to financially assist
the event, about 35 campus organiza-
tions have been contacted by SAB to
help.
The event will not be publicized off
campus, but pre-register- ed guests will
be permitted. Admission will be free
to all Wooster students.
Students and Teachers!
Apply now for summer jobs $$
We have assignments available for:
Data Entry
aerk
Word Processing
Secretarial
Light Factory
Must have reliable Txansportation. Willingness to work. Call for
an appointment.
Kelly Temporary Services
256 Portage Rd. Wooster, Ohio E.O.E-MF- B
262-71- 71
could start a program, and use fund-
ing to keep the program functioning
forever. "That is not this grant's
purpose," he said.
In a memo sent to the faculty on
March 5, the President called for pro-
posals from faculty in what they be-
lieve could benefit from this fund.
Copeland commented the "programs
are going to succeed or fail to the
extent they are enthusiastically backed
by faculty members.
Susan Figge, who will serve as
Dean of Faculty next year, is excited
about the grant's potential to "let fac-
ulty vote on how to strengthen, en-
rich, build or improve our curricular
C? A
SYRACUSE Jt
situation. The faculty is resourceful,
and knows what the College needs"
To help coordinate incoming propos-
als, acommittee will be formed which
will include the Dean ofFacuby. How-
ever, as the name of the grant implies,
programs receiving funding are at the
discretion of the president.
Both Copeland and Figge
placed emphasis on pro-
grams that would be avail-
able to every student Both
believe that an emphasis on
classes used frequently by
students to meet distribution
requirements would benefit
greatly.
Other programs that re-
ceived emphasis in the
President's memo were ones
abilities, proposals for both fac-
ulty and student off-camp- us study,
and programs to explore possibilities
each student has for an independent
study thesis.
The school will report to the Foun-
dation programs that the grant has
funded annually. Copeland stressed
that the grant could be frustrating, in
that itmustsupport programs thai will
eventually need funding from another
source, or be self-fundin- g. "Such a
program requires a lot of advanced
planning," Copeland speculated. "It
may take us a few years to strengthen
what we now do."
BROAD
APPLICATIONS ARE STILL BEING
ACCEPTED FOR...
AFRICA AUSTRALIA CZECH REPUBLIC
ENGLAND FRANCE GERMANY HUNGARY
ISRAEL ITALY POLAND SPAIN
Courses Taught in English and Host- - Country
Language
SU Credit
Field TripsTraveling Seminars
Internships
Study For A Semester, A Year, Or A Summer
Home Or Apartment Placements
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AVAILABLE
Syracuse University
Division of International Programs Abroad
119 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse, NY 13244-41- 70
1-800-2-
35-3472
i imimiiiiimiiii
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First Year Seminar program
to be reviewed by faculty
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
Outgoing Dean of Faculty Yvonne
C Williams recommended that the
faculty review the current First Year
Seminar program at this month's gen-
eral faculty meeting.
"We have had a significant turn-ov- a
in faculty since the First Year
Semin3T legislation was passed and it
just seems like an appropriate tune,"
stated Williams, who told the faculty
that she felt it was time to reevaluate
the current program with regard to the
resources, structure, and content of
the Seminar.
Although she is a proponent of the
Seminar, Williams raised the issue on
behalf of the faculty. "I am a strong
supporter of First Year Seminar.' she
stated. Still, "It always has been a
faculty vehicle,' she said. Williams
stated that some faculty members,
worried about meeting the demands
of their own departments, have ex-
pressed concern over giving up time
to teach First Year Seminar.
They are concerned with the ten-
sion between supporting First Year
Seminar and their own curricular
needs."
In particular, Williams stated that
some departments which were not
granted faculty positions for the com-
ing year feel that they are understaffed.
(The Educational Policy Committee
voted earlier this academic year to
alleviate these positions.) Williams
was quick to add that this concern is
not widespread.
Senior Jeffery Langer, a student
representative to ETC stated, "Some
departments always have been ex-
ceptionally good about contributing
to First Year Seminar, others have
not"
1 m
Outgoing Dean of Faculty
Yvonne C Williams
With 32 First Year Seminar sec-
tions scheduled for this coming fall,
Williams said that full participation
by all departments is encouraged. She
stated that while not every depart-
ment participates every year, almost
all departments have been an active
part of the First Year Seminar pro-
gram in years past
Next year will see some changes to
the Seminar's theme, in an effort to
make the course "more global."
"Knowledge, Power, and Responsi-
bility: Moving into the 2 1st Century"
will be the subject ofboth the seminar
and forum events. While "the theme
is simply the vehicle for achieving the
other goals of the course," including
improving critical thinking and writ-
ing skills, Williams hopes that the
new theme will not prevent Seminar
sections from dealing with the issues
of the previous theme.
Fuller, Householder plan
changes for "baby book'
EMILY B. SILVERMAN
Assistant Editor
The Student Government Associa-
tion has named sophomores Sarah
Fuller and Mike Householder as co-edito-rs
of the New Student Directory
(the "baby book") for the class cf
1997. The publication, in which in-
coming first-ye- ar students are pic-
tured and quoted, is sponsored by
SGA.
Fuller.a political sc ience major from
Bloomsburg, Pa., and Householder, a
political science major and philoso-
phy minor from Beaver, Pa., have
several changes in mind for the new
directory. Says Fuller, "We want the
response to letters sent to incoming
first-yea- rs asking for a picture and a
quote in answer to a given question
to be better...we want more first-yea- rs
to respond; to make it more important
to them."
According to Householder, he and
Fullerplan to accomplish this through
"ideas for different questions ...
making them feel at home ... and
providing more demographic stats,
ami let them get to know each other as
a class."
In the fall. Fuller will also be in-
volved in SAB and the Wooster Cho-
rus, and will be a copy editor for The
Wooster Voice. Householder is in-
volved in Circle-- K and will be sports
editor of The Wooster Voice for 1
The Senior Independent Study Conference
Saturday, April 24
Talks will run from 9:00 ajn. to 1 1 :20 ajn.
ScovelHall
Please check the schedule and drop in at anytime
DONT MISS IT!!!
MWGOUfflE
GMDMDRS(MGETAiSff
TOraiMM
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Introducing the Class of '93 Retail Financing Program.
A. Pick out a Toyota Paseo, Tercel or 4x2 (There are 15 Toyota models under $12,000).
B. Check out the 90-da- y deferred payment plan. C Make a deal on your favorite
Toyota and then drive it home with no down payment. fae whatyou doforme"Seems easy doesn't it? It is, so get to your Toyota dealer (C. TnvnTAtoday for trie details. Then get the Toyota you've earned. 2? OYOTA
See your local Toyota Dealer
Aaiaee only rnrougn Toyota WCcx Credn Corpora!" Amount financed cannot eiceed MSRP plus the cost of dealer-installe- d options and required
tai and icense fees Fance cna'ges accrue from the contract date
IApril 23, 1993
Wooster, Ohio: Tattoo
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photo provided by MOVING PICTURES STUDIO
Laura Dulaney creates a tattoo design for dknt fat ha-- stadia.
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
Inside Moving Pictures Studio in
downtown Wooster, Laura Dulaney
was busy sketching "collegedesigns
oritoapiccc ofpaperlastWednesday.
The tattoo artist drew variations of
peacesymbols.yin-yangs.an- d imkhs. :
assembling a sampling to hang on me
wan with menundntfotfiefjattoOr?
possibilities. Lynn, Laura's mother
andfeflow tattoo artist. said that many
College ofWooster students come to
their studio, wishing to express their
individuality wuh a permanent sym-
bol on their skin.
Laura said she is not surprised that
so many college students are inter-
ested in tattoos. "College is the first
time to really explore individuality
she speculated. "Each person has
their own reason for getting a
tattoo.Jt is usuaUyapersorial thing."
She added that "college students who
come in here are not interested in just
a pretty picture. They arc kicking for
symbols instead."
Senior Rebecca Tremaglio found
such a symbol in the yin-ya- ng in-
scribed onto her back. She said she
wanted an "outward symbol to re-
mind her of the inward things that
were going on in her life." The yin-yan-g,
a sign of balance, minors her
own search for balance in her life. She
said,! am trying to balance nryneeds
andmy wants with what others expect
of me. Whenever I see it. it reminds
me to stop and think to make sure
Tin yriii acting in ways mat are in .
concert with what I need."
Lynn said mat the yin-ya- ng is sig-
nificant to some college students be-- '
cause they arc at a pomt in their life
when they are looking forbalance and
unity. She said the yin-ya- ng tattoo
fymbolizes"eitnertheqjestfororme
the achievement of that balance."
Senior Jen Clement, who owns
three fr""". said that she also sees
mem as signs of her individuality.
Oernerjtsaid.TTieyeachrnarkreally
important times in my life that I al-
ways want toremember. I got them to
t tattoo gasman rose onheranile,
which she received as a first year at
Wooster. She described itas a sign of
"rebirth," a symbol of the new person
she had become.
Next lo Clement's rose is a more
dorninating tattoo, a black outline of
Africa, filled m wim the African col-
ors of red, green, and yellow. She
received this tattoo during her junior
year, after returning from a semester
mAfrica. Shrsaid the purposed thai
taooo Sto symbolize hereonnectjon"
with Africa and also to symbolize
ha trip there."
The comer of Clement's back re-
veals her third tattoo, adesign of three
intertwined rings. She said one ring
represents herself and the other two
symbolize family and friends: "the
two most important things id me in
the world." The rings are done in
African colors, to show "the con-creten- ess
of her African roots."
The tattoo of rings was acquired
soon after Clement turned in her LS.
last month, and she admitted mat the
meaning of this tattoo is tied to her
npoomfog graduation from Wooster.
Because she is planning on working
in Ghana, Africa, she will leave the
friends and family, which arc repre-
sented in this tattoo. Clement will
have only her rings to take with her.
Clement said she sees the tattoos
as artwork and therefore she wants
them to be located in places where
they arc able to be seen. Some others
whoown tattoos view itas something
which is so personal that they do not .
wish others to see iL One senior, who
has had a tattoo on his ankle for two
years, said his parents still remain
oblivious to its existence. He said
theydVn'tneedtoknow" and stressed
the "personal" aspect of the tattoo.
Senior Sarah RenzuHL who owns
two tattoos, found them so intriguing
she devoted herLS.to me subject An
anthropology major, RenzuDi con--
Qualitative study, mterview- -
inff 17 students with tattoos. She
found similar motivations for pos-
sessing tattoos among her subjects,
which echo the reasons of Trcmaglio
and Clement. She said her subjects
were interested m "individuality and
self-expressio-
n" and "the tattoo me--
capital of the country
dtum is a permanent visual," a sign of
this individuality.
RenzuCi said that her study also
found that there is a "tattoo culture."
She said that tattooed individuals fed
that they have something in common
wim others who own tattoos. The
students whom she interviewed re-
ported that when they see a person
wim a tattoo at a party they stop and
talk about their tattoos; there is an
immediate bond among the tattooed.
The taoooa not a sign of individu-
ality for everyone. For many section
members at Wooster, the tattoo is a
sign to bond them to their brothers.
Senior Ben Sears,amemberofOmega
Alpha Tau, has his Greek letters tat-
tooed onto his ankle. He said it is a
"semi-traditio- n" in his section, and
that he recdved his tattoo wimagroup
of friends. Laura Dulaney said that
many students wantGreek letters tat-
tooed onto them to remember the
strong friendships that they had in
college.
Sears, who said he has always been
"fascinated by the mystique ofhaving
a tattoo" is so pleased with his tattoo
that he is planning on acquiring an-
other one. This tirne, the tattoo will be
more personal, he said. He wants "a
funky design oraTao symbol," sorne-thi- ng
mat expresses his individuality.
Lama admitted mat mere has been
adefimteinarasemMovmgPkaures
Strfio 'business in me last five years,
duetotheoutbreakofcelebnties show-
ing their tattoos. But Laura empha-
sized that tattoos "maybe stylish now
but no one should ever get mem as a
fad." Lynn added, that a tattoo is "a
lifetime commitment ." Wooster stu-
dents wtowere interviewed expressed
similar feelings. "You have to be
willirigtobe80arKl look at your tattoo
and be proud of it," said Clement
Trcmaglio said, "It's extremely per-son-aL
Ihad been planning to do it for
a long time. & shouldn't be a trendy
thinzUimg toID do.UtJ. BecauseDCU1USC Utof misuU3 111ramill
commitment Laura and Lynn agreed
m - titnat tney spena aioioi ume iamng
ivmU rurf c foeftiiHr a taftnol
The students at Wooster are not the
only college business the studio has.
Lynn said that people come from
Ashland, Kent, Oberlin, and Ohio
A ' j fi ' " Ay
.
pfaoio
Lynn and Laura Dulaney each have
too pick out the thirteen cats?
State. Th cnlWe stin-fent- s make ud
just a small portion of the Delaney's
business, however. Their clients are
also more varied than what Clement
calls, "the biker image" of the tat-
tooed. Laura said her family has
tattooed "ministers, executives, po-
lice ofikxis,military,doctors, nurses,
teachersalthough notallnecessarily
in the area." With one in ten Ameri-
cans owning a tattoo. Laura said,
"there is nosudi thing as a tattoo type.
Anyone who is willing to express
their individuality and their own cre-
ativity is someone who might have
one."
. The Delaneys gladly custom-desig- n
tattoos. Laura said people bring
in various items, like velvet paintings,
rings, album covers, and small stat-
ues. The price of the tattoos are
varied, depending on size, color, and
wnrimH While toe prices on the
wall show $45 and $700 prices, most
tend to be a little over $100.
Lynn said she first became inter-
ested m tattoos when she got her first
one in Germany, while her husband
was statiooedtherc during WoridWar
L After that, she started practicing on
herself and her husband. She began
tattooing out of her home, and has
been in her present location for six
years. Since then, she has taught her
art to Laura and her son, Sean. Laura
said she practiced on oranges before
1 taking the needle to her father's legT
Lynn continues to receive tattoos
as well as tattooing others. With her
visible tattoos wrapped around her
arms, she said she has so many tattoos
she has lost track of how many she
owns. "Somewhere between 15 and
20," she estimated.
Each tattoo is meaningful to Lynn,
however. She and Laura tell stories
about each of their tattoos. And they
proudly display their matching
SxxherdaiightCT cattoos." Raising
their arm sleeves, they each revealed
a targeui(v caimm. lavesuhm wuu uuuiyy uu um-intricately buried within. "How many
.u uuk - Itowfy not-a- 1 T unituus uui yvu um w&w
A ntiirtr irlonr lit the cat is deceiv- -
ing.butLynn and Laura know the cats
well. To them, as to many tattoo
owners, there isalmmore involved in
the tattoo than others may see.
provided by MOVING PICTURES STUDIO
a motherdaughter cattoo.' Can
' i J ( ' M i
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What do you do
with
a major in...?
Sociology
ZACHAR Y VEILLEUX
Staff Writer
SOU undecided about what to
major in? Here's more help. If
you aren't a first-yea- r, it's a little
late. Butfor those ofyou who are,
here's the sociology department
in a nutshell.
Armed with a degree in sociol-
ogy from Wooster.there are many
choices you can make. For those
who want more education, you
can go cm to law school, or get a
graduate degree in a field such as
social work, anthropology, or so-
ciology. IfyougetaPlLDthere
are teachingpositions at universi-
ties or jobs m applied fields in-
volving things like policy analy-si- s.
program evaluations, or mak-
ing political decisions. For those
who want to enter the work force
immediately, jobs in social ser-
vice agencies, business, person-
nel, and advertising are popular
cioces.
This vear there are about 70
majors m sociology and anthro-pokau- be
College, Recent LS.
tDracatiavetocuseflonmmgssirji
as abortion, the handicapped, mi--
m a fl fl
nontjes, drug ana aiconoi aousc
education, and even country mu--
According to Terry Kershaw, a
Mckkffv nrofessor. the main
thing a sociology major gets out
derstanding of how the world op-mt-M"
ThAvleamhowloarjDlv
this lo their personal lives in order
- a r 'to maice me wona ocua. txuig
.mcinioev manr also teacnes tne
student skills of data collection
and analysis that can be extended
tm wvvJrwrv nr nnrfhfr fiH
Udava Thomas is a sociology
.
major that plans to extena ner
education by going into social
work after she eraduates this
spring. This summer she will
nmrir with SPTIinllv abused CmS.
orvi tvTt tan n nians m nenn a
job working with Central Ameri
can ICIUgCCS, wocrc sue wu m
her jytiirntinn both in SOOOloey
and in Spanish. Because the new
presidential aanunisnaaon may
hemn nroviduEODtions forsocial
work as a means for paying off
college loans, uaaya sees sociol-
ogyas being a desirable major far
those on financial aid.
Rnnci trtHnlnovmaiorisalso
a good choice for somebody who
wants to so off camnus. Pro
grams such as the Great Lakes
College Association's Phiiadel-ri- a
Center semester are a good
option for sociology majors.
u roese ae iuc uuu w uuis
that appeal to you, perhaps you
should consider sociology as a
possible major.
I I
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of unity among clubs and sections
REBECCA DEWINE
Assistant Feature Editor
Senior Jewels Bench, a self-proclaim- ed
Tody guard" hovered bravery
over junior Katie Hoffman in Lowry
on Wednesday, protecting her from
the unknown armed Creek who had a
warrant for her death. The lunch
crowd was dense and the Greeks were
appearing out of the woodwork; her
assassin could have been anywhere.
Hoffman, gripping her plastic gun
said, "We don't have time to talk.
We're going to be assassinated.
Hench and Hoffman, members of
Pi Kappa, were playing "Assassin."
In this game, a handful of participants
from each club and section are ex-
pected to "assassin" designated
Greeks, bis a game of survival; the
last one alive wins.
"Assassin" is just one batik in the
war that is taking place on campus
this wedqkis Greek WeekatWooster.
It is a time for games and competi-
tions, wuh each club and section vy-
ing for the winning title. But many
participants said Greek Week is a
time to "bond" widi all Greeks, much
more than a competition. Sophomore
RobMcndilkaniemberofPniSignia
Alpha, said it is a "good time for the
clubs and sections to work together
and form a stronger bond within the
Greek system."
Many Greeks reported simply that
Murchison examines effectiveness of public
health campaigns through senior LS.
NEWS SERVICES RFT .F.ASE
Sarah Murchison remembers viv-
idly the impact that Alzheimer's dis-
ease had on her family.
"I watched my father being legiti-
mately hurt and frustrated with the
things that his mother was doing and
saying." explained Murchison. Yet,
he was unaware tfarry caregiver sup-
port group services which would have
given him access to people who were
saying. 'I know exactly how you feel
or These people can help you deal
with this specific problem.
Memories of that experience
prompted Murchison, a senior com-
munications major at The College of
Wooster. to conduct an independent
research project thatshe believes could
help Alzheimer's support groups cre-
ate a more effective media campaign
to make families coping with the prob-le-ms
that Alzheimer's poses aware of
the resources that are available to
them.
For her senior Independent Study
projeaatWooster.Murchison exam-
ined the way that public health cam-
paigns are designed and then created
and tested her own public service
advertisement for Alzheimer's sup-
port groups.
Although her sample was too small
to support her research hypothesis,
descriptive analysis of the results did
indicate positive trends.
"When I thought back to my own
family's experience wiih Alzheimer's,
it did not make any sense to me that
Greek Week is "fun." When Hench
relaxed at the apparent absence of
assassins, she said, "We never win
anything but we have a good time."
"Assassin," which ends tonight,
has been an ongoing Greek Hunt since
Tuesday. The week's festivities have
also included a series of more station-
ary events. The week began with a
volleyball tournament and Ultimate
Frisbee on Monday and Tuesday. A
cookout on the Lowry Patio Wednes-
day brought many Greeks together,
for a break in the competitions and a
time to eat and socialize.
Some Greeks played basketball
yesterday, before attending the fa-mo-us
Lip Sync last night. This annual
presentation, a humorous show, of
costumes and lip sync acts, is what
many deem the highlight of the Greek
Week activities. The location of the
event was changed to McGaw Chapel
this year, from its usual spot at the
Underground.
Past lip syncs were characterized
by one Greek senior as "bonding,
wasted" events. Due to the three J-Bo- ard
incidents which have occurred
at the Lip Sync in the past three years,
as well as therecent pressure onGreeks
from the administration, the event
was moved lo a non-alcoho- lic atmo-
sphere, according to senior Eugene
DePasquale, who organized the ac-
tivities of this year's Greek Week
wuh senior Jen Coffman.
my father was unaware of any kind of
support groups to offer him advice
about dealing with the situation be
was facing, explains Murchison,
whose home is Midland, Mich. "It's
unfortunate, too, because these groups
possess an enormous amount ofpower
and resources to help caregivers be-
come better caregivers.
"My research was based on the
assumption that people don't know
about the presence of such groups
because, for one thing, the advertise-
ments for support organizations are
low-budg- et, public service announce-
ments that are aired late at night to
take advantage of free television time.
And in those cases where advertise-
ments are shown m the nxxe advanta-
geous prime-tim- e slots, the message
is not always designed properly to
grab the attention of the viewer.
The problem, asserts Murchison, is
that those who design public health
campaigns often make assumptions
about the attitudes the general public
has and neglect to include adequate
testing ofpotential aiirlifaKTS, Conse-
quently, she says, they do not under-Kan- d
the stereotypical resistance the
target audience has to the message
and thus fail to address those stereo-
types in the advertisements.
"Although my test group was small,
I was able to demonstrate that by
understanding the target audience's
stereotypes, it is possible to alter atti-
tudes in an advertisement about
Alzheimer's and then manipulating
the visual images to address those
The Underground has notbeen abol-
ished from the festivities, however.
Tonight, after a day of games on the
quad (pie eating contest, slow bike
race, and balloon toss, to name a few),
there will be a karaoke night at the
Underground. This event, which is
new to Greek Week this year, will
savor the Underground atmosphere
of past lip syncs. Greek Week orga-
nizers said they are hoping to prevent
problems this year by opening the
eventtotheentirecampus. TheGreeks
have the place to themselves for an
hour, however, to warm up their vocal
cords and "bond" before the Indepen-
dents arrive. The doors open to all
students at 1 1:30 pjn.
Greek Week games will continue
until tomorrow, with a golf tourna-
ment and bed races.
The clubs and sections cam points
for each event won at Greek Week.
Academics and participation points
are granted as welL The section and
club with the most points at the end of
the week will be awarded a Subway
party by the Greek Week committee.
Although one section member said
he didn't think Greek Week was
played up as much this year than in
past years, due to the recent pressure
of the administration on Greek life,
others freely took advantage of the
acknowledged week to bare their
Greek pride and reaffirm a sense pf
Greek unity.
stereotypes, it is possible to alter atti-
tudes in an advertisement about
Alzheimer's," says Murchison. who
was invited to report her findings at
the Seventh National Conference on
Undergraduate Research held at the
University of Utah last week.
"My test data indicated that I could
create a greater perceptual change in
the viewer by emphasizing the poten-
tial relief that a caregiver could re-
ceive from a support group as op-
posed to emphasizing the frustration
that caregivers experience."
Although she focused on
Alzheimer s for very personal rea-
sons, Murchison believes herresearch
offers broader application to any pub-
lic health campaign.
To be effective, these advertise-
ments must be aired at the right times
but must also be properly designed
and produced," she says. "Because
they are lew budget, ifyou go to an ad
agency to produce them, the agency is
not going to put the same amount of
money into researching the ads as
they would for a Pepsi campaign. I
understand that Pepsi is selling a prod-
uct, but I see 'selling health as much
more important. And Alzheimer's is
a growing health issue as our nation
ages."
Murchison's interest in the topic
has not ended now that she has com-
pleted her study. She has offered her
services as a volunteer with the
Alzheimer's Association this spring
and is considering pursuing her re
search m graduate school.
Human Rights awareness
week at Wooster
LYDIA AMERSON
Feature Editor
"We just hope toget as many people
involved and interested in human
rights issues as we can," said senior
Amy Douds, co-organi- zer of Human
Rights Week at Wooster.
This pastweek the Wooster Volun-
teer Network, along with numerous
other cam pus organizations, held sev-
eral activities to heighten human rights
awareness on campus.
Activities included a visit from
James O. Dea, Director or Amnesty
International, and Jeanne Lenzer,
founder of theNahonal Child's Rights
Alliance, among others. The events
scheduled focused on many areas of
human rights. Each day had a differ-
ent theme: foreign affairs, women's
issues, children's issues, disabled
Spend the summer in
GREECE and TURKEY
with
WOOSTER IN GREECE
June 19 to August 1, 1993
.
On-si-te program of study and travel.
Includes visits to major archaeological sites, monuments and
museums
throughout Greece and Turkey:
Athens, Crete and the Greek Islands, Olympia, Delphi,
Mycenae, Istanbul.
Two courses for credit:
THE MONUMENTS AND HISTORY OF GREECE
THE CULTURE OF ANCIENT AND BYZANTINE
GREECE
See Professor Thomas Falkner
Dept. of Classical Studies
Kauke 208, ext. 2320
APPLICATION DEADLINE: APRIL 30, 1993
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awareness, and AIDS awarenessgay,
lesbian, bisexual rights. Interested
persons were able to participate in
activities suchas takingabraiue work-
shop and volunteering with latchkey
children.
The week-lon- g events are being
wrapped up Saturday with an "Into
the Parks Day." Meeting in the Lowry
Lobby at lpjn. tomorrow, Wooster
students and town residents are work-in- g
in the City Parks. Until 4 pjiu the
volunteers will be putting mulch on
hiking trails, painting equipment,
planting flowers, picking up trash and
collecting fallen branches from the
parks.
Anyone interested about "Into the
Parks Day" tomorrow should contact
eitherAmy Douds atx3620 orLauren
Cohen at x4350. Transportation will
be provided,
Uptown
Downtown
Thrift
Boutique
250 West North StWooster 262-97- 35(Atna tixm ttm WatMter Food Csp)
Specializing in designer
labels and jewelry:
-- Forenza
- Banana Republic
-- GAP
-- J. Crew
-- LX. Bean
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to Save his erection'
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Good day. This time
around, I thiiikni try some-
thing differenL This is sort
of an experiment It's kind
of like one, bat you could
actually think of it as being
a game as welL Sort of.
Well, anyway, it goes like io
mis. The name of the game
is "Random Comments,"
and, contrary to the title of
this peculiar little game
here, the aim of it all is to
ovotVimakmgrandom com-
ments.
Random comments are somewhat
difficult to define, it's all rather sub-jecuve.aral.anyway.- being
as screwed
up as we are, anything these days
As an example, and examples
are notrandom comments, m let you
know, this would in most ordinary
situations be a random comrnent: "I
really should stop watching people
while they eaL
Sf' A person could make thecute little sen-- ,r . . ...
tence here dumbestofinterjections m a
wouldn't atall be rnnverxatfrm and it could
rnSSfSpe stillvery wen be pertinent to
saying it were ac-- whatever was being talkedSrf't about in thefirst place...watching rjeorie
eat, or at least a conversation about
eating in general. Just shows how
messed up random things are. I never
knew the Sex Pistols were so bloody
brfflianL
Now you might think that this game
is a rather stupid one, and before I
agree with you, rd like to say that you
think this way only because you're
just scared of all unpeople around
you finding out just how many ; ran-
dom comments jfou make in a single
conversation. It is certainly true that
the averase number of random com-
ments a person makes is inversely
iroDortional to bis or her mteCizence
,
MbenLPrcsenUylcau'irealry place
my finger on the constant
involved.
Actually, come to think
of it, the number of com-
ments just might be in-
versely proportional to the
square of someone's intel-
ligence quotient, or even
perhaps the cube. This
would then explain whyyou
could lose arather immense
portion of your brain cells
(they'll just dissolve,
dribble awav. and Sow out
Cohmmst
of your ears and nose) by merely
making one more random comment
per conversation. I'll have to ask Dr.
Ramsay about this one. But he'll prob-
ably tell me to domy IS. on it I really
want to go to Omaha on the 30th of
this month.
I hope you're enjoying the game so
far. It's really rather cute. Think of h,
ifwe could getall thepoliticians in the
world to play this game with us and
make them be--
lieve that the
number ofran-
dom com-
ments they
make is indeed
inversely pro-
portional to the
cube of what-
ever intelli
gence they
have we could actually begin ex-
periencing some pretty coherent po-
litical speeches, or more likely just
shut up all politicians for the rest of
their careers and have a really really
tranquil world. Try walking in my
shoes, you'll stumble in my footsteps.
IbetvouwilL You're just thatland of
person. I like this game. For its sim-
plicity, you know. We don't even
need rules. Or guidelines. Perhaps we
could change the aim of the game, and
rrtakeasouteplayeruiestomake'
as many random comments as pos-
sible. Wouldn't that be a scream? It'd
,continuedopage8,coL5
Thcw Sure are.
noticed Kat tll
L35 Cre--T 6urger5;
X do is criange --tK cclor, yyr
Waco. . .Reno: Uh-o- h!
LA. cops aren't the only ones who
use unnecessary force
While the Waco skies
have cleared from the fiery
.
end to the standoff at the
Branch Davidian Com- -
pound, the fallout from the
:"gervemrnent's mishandling ofthe case
still fills the air. President Clinton,
Attorney General Janet Reno, and
FBI officials have since backed off
from earlier statements, contradicting
each other and showing ignorance of
the situation in an attempt to justify
the assault Monday and excuse the
consequences. The mismanagement
that led to this disaster goes back to
before the standoff began and admit-
tedly beforeReno wa? Attorney Gen-
eral. But still, she and others who
called the shots should have learned
from the bloody results that came
from provocative show of force.
On February 28th, to present
charges of weapons violation and to
serve a search warrant at the com-
pound was not the county sheriff but
over a hundred armed federal agents.
The toll was four federal agents and
severalBianchDavidiarisdead. What
the FBI and the Justice Department
has not answered fully is just how
dangerous was David Koresh and his
followers and what force was justifi-ableural-er
the circumstances? What
were the Branch Davidians really
guilty of? There was an incident with
other members of the sect involving
firearms several years ago, but Koresh
and his followers were acquitted ofall
charges. An offhanded remark has
Koresh claiming he is Jesus. Some
may consider that blasphemous, but
unless we now live in a theocracy that
is not illegal. There were accusations
ofplural marriages, but is mat not an
alternative lifestyleof which weought
to be tolerant? They also lived in
Clarification
Amone who thinks that the proso
was serious, read it again and pretend
Tfe4 ha.uev
we Hqve been
SI
close community, often
shunning outsiders, as is
Staff Writer I their right. Theyhadalarge
cache of weapons. At least
most of which were pro-tcct- ed
under the SecctvlArnendrnenL
The remainder were probably only
conversions of legal weapons, which
though now illegal, are not necessar-
ily unusual for parts ofrural America.
Remembering that Justice is sup-
posed to be blind to such oddities,
what set them apart in the eyes of the
law? Though they prophesied of
what would befell them, was this sect
a threat to their neighbors? Did they
urge a holy war to spread their faith?
Did they seek to overthrow the gov-
ernment? If so. federal authorities
have presented no evidence. The
Branch Davidians seem to be only
practicing two of Arnerica's most in-
grained traditions affinity for guns
and eccentric religious beliefs.
This is not to say simply they were
like Amish, but with guns. What it
does mean is that the federal authori-ti- es
should have understood the
strength of these people's beliefs in
order to contextualize the situation.
The Branch Davidians followed
Koresh willingly. One reason is that
he had many of the characteristics of
a prophet. He certainly was not ac-
cepted in his own country. He was
charismatic. He preached in the ver-
nacular, rock music being his lan-
guage ofchoice. Heclaimedtoknow
the path to salvation. Direction, of
almost any kind, for people in a con-
fusing world is sought, as much to-
day, ifnotmore than ever. A diverse
group of people, by any measure,
came together under a book and his
continued on page 8. col. 3
it was written by Jeremiah Jenne.
JASON GINDELE
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SUNNY BRNEY
Junior
1 think it's appeasement to prevent
riots. Arryore there at the' time of the
incident is just as guilty."
TIM HALLET(Not pictured)
First-Ye- ar
"Anyone holding an unbiased opin-
ion in an obvious situation is biased."
tunately they offended me. To quote
"Ifyou are not involved in intramural
sofiball then stop reading. You will
have no interest in this column be-
cause you have no involvement in the
College.'' Mr. Gindele, when the
lunch table I was silting at with the
Voice encountered those sentences
we were appalled. Seated at that table
were members of the Women's Re-
source Center. LAMBDA Wooster,
Women in Science, the Black Re-
source Center, the Scots Band. The-
ater Tech Crew, and the Society for
Creative Anachronism, as well as
College Scholars and prospective
hosts. In addition to some of the
organizations already mentioned I
myself am on the staffs of both the
Coliard and the Artful Dodge, am a
member of Footlights, and have three
radio shows on top of that. Iam sorry
that you think our lives are lacking the
essential ingrediemof intramural soft-bal- L
but to be perfectly honest with
you we were just loo involved with
the CoDege to find the time for it.
Sincerely offended,
. BENWACHS
First-ye- ar
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What are yourfeelings on the recent Rodney King trial and thejury's decision?
ssyr
.V
ABDUL RAS HID
Junior
"Every last one of the police officers
should be doing time.
DAN TURNER (Not pictured)
Junior
"It's a scapegoat, a way ofpacifying
the urban underclass from which the
rebellion would follow from. It ap-
peases the establishment."
ETTERS
Column on political correctness praised;
softball comment found offensive
Though last week's Voice contained
many items of interest, there are two
columns in particular which I feel
bear commenting upon, for better or
for worse.
The first was "From the Right" by
Ryan Burgess. I have never shared
Mr. Burgess's conservative opinions,
believing as I do in common sense.
His column of last week, however,
was an excellent piece ofwriting which
I feel compelled to thank him for. I
too have strenuous objections to Po-
litical Correctness, and I was pleased
to see many of my opinions shared
and well-articulat- ed in Mr. Burgess'
column. I was also quite unaware of
President Lowry'jstafor academic
integrity, and it pleases me very much
to know that our college has been
cared for by such men even as it
distresses me to know that we have a
long way to go if we are to equal their
courage. I would like to extend the
hand of thanks to Mr. Burgess, From
the Left
The second column which I wish to
comment on was written by Editor-in-Chi- ef
Jason Gindele. There were
only two sentences of any particular
relevance in said column, and unfor
your mump
NOTE: Lena's can not exceed 300 words and must be received by
5pjru on the Tuesday prior to Friday's issue to be considered for
publication. Lexers must be typed and double-space- d, andmust
contain the writer'sfull name andaddress. No anonymous letters
willbe consideredforpublication. Submit all letters to campus box
C-318-7. The editors ofthe Voice reserve the right to holdor edit
any letters received.
REBECCA STUART
Sophomore
"I don't see how you can't convict all
of them present at the scene of the
crime. It seemed so blatant."
CXXJRTNEYOSWELIPEYTON
(Not Pictured) First-Ye- ar
T think it's good because it proved to
be unbiased. Two guilty and two not
showed empathy for both sides."
Patience, understanding
where were theyiii Waco?"
continued from page 7
interpretation of it
The Judeo-Chrisn- an heritage the
group came out of celebrates self-sacrifi- ce
and eqxx persecution. Add
to this American distrust of govern-
ment, rural independence, and Alamo
conscious Texas stubbornness.
The federal authorities did every-
thing possible to encourage a siege
mentality. They acted as if the
compound was full of enemy soldiers
or terrorists, not men, women, and
children trying to practice their reli-
gion. They cut off telephone and
electricity. In tactics that resemble a
PXJ.W.'shorrorstory.they used loud-
speakers through the nights to bom-
bard the compound with sounds of
dentists' drills, locomotives, and ani-
mals being slaughtered. The loaded
language used by authorities and of-
ten by the press could use a little
deconstructing. They repeatedly
referred to the Branch Davidians as a
"cult,'' even though the group is not
some fly-by-ni- ght church, buta 1930s
offshoot of the Seventh Day Adventist
Church. Koresh inherited this de-
nomination, he didn't create it,
' They also referred to members who
left the compound to join family as
"released" when there was no evi-den-ce
that they were being heldagainst
their wiU. The adults who did leave
were not allowed by authorities tojoin
their family, noraccused ofany crime,
but imprisoned far weeks as "material
witnesses."
To ask why the sect held up in the
compound and refused surrender to
the authorises is akin to asking why
Rodney King resisted the blows of
compiled by ALFRED
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BEN SEARS
Senior
"They couldn't make a decision ei-
ther way so they look the middle-of-the-ro- ad
approach. Personally, I think
they were all guilty."
RUTH KIAMBO (Not pictured)
Sophomore
"Iambiasedandlwouldn'thavebeen
able to give and ubiased opinion."
LA. police officers and tried to es--
Itwas the FBI that got trigger happy
and struck first. A dawn message
blared "this is not an assault," and
then proceeded to do just that They
sent in what, from any distance, ap-
peared to be the army's largest and
most powerful tank to break through
the compound walls. It is hard to
imagine what was going through the
minds of the Branch Davidians as the
assault carried on with burning gas
raining down on them and aircraft
swarming overhead, but it seems they
expected the worst The result is that
a group feeling threatened cxirnmitted
rnass suicide as did theJews atMasada,
besieged by the Romans, when they
realized the hopelessness of their situ-
ation. They ignited their own funeral
pyre, taking the liives of their children
with them. One woman, her clothes
on fire, resisted rescuers to reenter the
holocaust. -
Federal authorities said they dis-
counted mass suicide, but they were
ready to accept many deaths, includ-
ing children. Among likely responses
envisioned were memhen coming out
with children in one arm and firing
gum with the other. Yet they chose
not to wait any longer.
Reno stated shewisher there was
a "quick, peaceful" alternative to the
assault. She obviously doesn't real-
ize that peace is rarely quick and it
requires more then wishing. It re-
quires hard work, patience, and per-
haps above aJJ understanding,
which Reno and the FBI did not try.
Because of that they created a situa-
tion which cost the lives ofeighty-si-x
people, irxduding rnany children.
THOMPSON, Public Opinion Editor
photos by TAKO PLATE
WICK PANCO AST
Senior
"The case is loo publicized to come
to a fair verdict. Too much pressure
from both sides forced them to ap-
pease both sides. A verdict of 'All
Guilty woukl have been a slap in the
face of the L-AJ-MX and 'All Inno-
cent would have led to more rioting.
It was a political and not judicial
decision."
The random ,
cbmtrientS'game
continuedfrom page 7
be one heck of a loud one.
Incidentally. I would like to point
out that random comments are in no
way similar to dumb comments, with
the exception that both are inversely
proportkxial to you kixyw.that thing.
A person could make the dumbest of
interjections in a conversation and k
could still very well be pertinent to
whatever was being talked about in
the first place, though it wouldn't in
the least take away from the inanity of
it all Chris Cornell can't sing to save
his erection. I suppose it'd be too
much to get those politicians who
consented to play with us earlier to
dispense with stupidity as well in their
spoken words. Tm a realistic persoa.
I set achievable goals.
You know, to end this game, to
conclude it, we need a winner. Since
Tm the one writing this, L in all sin-
cerity, propose that I am that winner,
and forward my statement that I have
notmade asingle random comment in
the whole of this article. And. also
since I'm the one writing this, I accept
my proposal and declare myself the
sole and totally cool winner. I just
hope Elke'snot too pissed off with me
for not attending last night's ISA
meeting, even though she'd sent me
loads and loads and loads of reminder
notes about it
If yen have airy complaints,
questions, wggestions, or
compliments concerning
The Wooster Voice, feel free
to callus at x2598.
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Friday, AprU 23
HE'S BACK! Hypnotist Tom
DeLuca will amaze you and will
reveal how powerful your imagi-
nation can be! Don't miss it!! 8
pjn., McGaw Chapel
Video, The Underground, $.75
8 pm - The Godfather Part UI:
AlPacino stars as Michael Corieone
who struggles to secure his family's
future by legitimizing his illegal
empire.
Red Pin Special in Scot Lanes!
Win free games from 9-- 11 pjn.
Saturday, April 24
Travel trip to Sea World had to be
cancelled. (Sorry!) But we're re-
scheduling the trip to Columbus
COSI City Center Mall in-
stead!!!! 10:30 am. - 6:30 pjn.
Sign up at Lowry Front Desk, $2
refundable deposit. Limited seat-
ing available so sign up now!!
7:30 & 10 pjn, Mateer, $1
Film: Saturday Night Fever:
John Travolta & disco live!!! Mu-
sic by the Bee Gees.
Dress up 70s style and receive
FREE popcorn!
Moonlight Bowling in Scot
Lanesi Free shoe rental (rom&r 1 1
pjn.
Sunday, April 25
Ultimate Frisbee tournament! 12
noon on the Quad! SignupinScot
Lanes
7:30 p.m., Mateer, FREE
Classic Film: An Evening ofShort
Films: Reassemblage (Through a
complex visual study of women of
rural Senegal, this fUm reflects on
documentary filmmaking and eth-
nographic representation of cul-
tures)
Selbe (This film offers a rare view
of daily life in West Africa and
focuses on the social ethnographic
responsibility ofwomen in African
society)
An Island Surrounded by Water
(Winner of the Mexican Academy
Award for best short fiction, this
poetic dramaportrays ayoung girl's
journey in search of her mother)
Starts Saturday April 24th
and runs until the following
Friday, when WCWS goes
off the airforthe semester.
Tune into WCWS FM 90.9
all week and win CDs,
records, andtapesfrom all
your favorite artists!
Hypnotist returns to Wooster
vVj
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World renowned hypnotist Tom Dduca makes a return engagement to the
College with his amazing and highly entertaining hypnotism act. Deluca
was recently named National Campus Entertainer of the Year as voted by
colleges and universities of the NACA and has garnered rave reviews in
such publications as Rolling Stone andVariety. His performance tonight
marks the third time he has visited Wooster's campus in the past few years.
The showwill take place in McGaw Chapel beginning at 8 pjn. Admission
is free and open to the public -
SENSING CONFLICT IN HIS MENTAL BEING,,
fuRi HALTS HIS ASSUALT ON JCILIMANJAftOO
MY OWN PKP 11 W
.
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Season ends for Scot Band
SHAWN PERRY
A&EEditor
Two weeks ago marked the final
performance of the Gospel Choir and
just this past Sunday, the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra gave its last
concert of the year, so it has become
quite apparent that the school year is
quickly coming to an end. This Sun-
day, April 25, the Scot Symphonic
Band will play their final concert of
the year in McGaw Chapel beginning
at4pjn. Admission is free and open
to the public.
The band, which is under the direc-
tion of Nancy Dinner, is peforming
for the First time since their well-receiv- ed
tour of the Midwest during
Spring break. Their performance will
feature pieces performed on that tour
as well as other popular cxxKert pieces,
which will include the famous Scot
Pipers and Dancers.
Senior bassoonist Kate Anderson
will be the featured soloist in "Con-
cert Piece for bassoon and wind
ensemble as written by Burrill Phillips.
Anderson was also a winner of the
Wcx)SterSympriony Orehestera's Stu-
dent Concerto Competition.
Wooster physician Charles A.
Brown will conduct the band in John
PhilirSousa's"KingCoQon March."
The performance is an outgrowth of
Dr. Brown's enrollment and partici-
pation as an auditor in the basic con-
ducting course offered by the music
department.
The piece itself, which was written
for the 1895 Cotton States Exposi-
tion, is one of Sousa's most popular
works and is exemplary of the pom
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posity of the composer and
conductor's many works for march-
ing bands.
Another feature of the concert will
include Thomas Fries conducting the
Percussion Ensemble in a special per-
formance of Vic Firth's "Encore In
Jazz." This work is considered to be
a challenging composition simply for
its presentation of a variety of jazz
styles and the demands made upon
each individual member of the en-
semble.
The program will also feature a
selection from Johan de Meij's sym-
phony "Lord of the Rings," a compo-
sition based upon JJU. Tolkien's
famous trilogy; the U.S. Marine trib-
ute piecc,"Espritde G)rps;"and'The
Great Gate of Kiev" from Modest
Moussorgsky's most popular work,
"Pictures at an Exhibition."
In addition to being the final con-
cert ofthe year for the Scot Band, this
performance also marks the departure
of the band's senior members which
include: Anderson, Gordon Calhoun
(clarinet), Arme S wierenga (clarinet),
Dan Perrius(tromrxxie), Carolyn Wert
(trumpet), Jennifer Sherwood (horn
and Drum Major), Elisabeth Knorr
(horn and Highland Dancer), Sean
Grindall (tuba), Tim Buckingham
(percussion). Kelley Howell (percus-
sion), Stacey Holhngsworth (High-
land Dancer)ndKarenRhoad (High-
land Dancer).
The Department of Music, with the
Cultural Events Committee, will also
be sponsoring a concert by Venezu-
elan pianist Carmen Marcos on Thurs-
day, April 24 at 4 pjn. in GaultRecital
Hall.
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Wooster peaking at the right time Scots sweep Kenyon
EMILY LYONS BASEBALL
Staff Writer
V '3
Sophomore attack Meg Wood drives toward the goal during a recent home
goals with 3S, followed by senior Tammy Barnes with 30.
Runners conquer
A.
cold conditions while
.
finishing
"
first
i r ; 1 l
PAUL KINNEY
Staff Writer
It's normal to hear both runners and
field event performers alike moan and
complain when the weather turns cold
and windy. Despite such conditions
last Friday at OberUn, both the men's
and women's track teams, inspired by
the performances from the throwers
of both learns, blew by host Oberlin
and Heidelberg in the three-tea- m meet.
Forthe second week in a row, sopba
more Michelle Arviti iset a new record
in the iavelin, breaking her mark of
K)9-
-l from the previous week by over
seven feet (116-&5-).
In addition, AJvin also added sec-on- d
place finishes in the shot put and
the discos, with teammates sopho-
more Amy Emmons and senior
Khsten Rogers right behind in 3-- 4 in
thelaoacvesL
si.
'f
t- -
i
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TRACK AND FIELD 3
On Alviti, head coach Dennis Rice
commented, "Michelle's doing ex-
ceptionally well right now. She's
producing points in an area where we
need them."
The women also picked up four
other individual first place finishes on
the day.
JuruoraShannonOTeill and Emily
Moorefield took top honors in the 100
meter dash (13.4) and the 3000
(11:19.1), respectively. The other
two firsts were turned in by first-yea- rs
Mclia Arnold (100 hurdles) and
Shereen Hejazi (400 hurdles). Hejazi
alsoadded a second place finish in the
100 hurdles.
Other fine performances were
tamed in by junior Susan Roberts,
second in the 1 500tjuniordaiieRob
IP
photo by JOSHUA FAG ANS
game. Wood leaves the Scots in
erts and senior Barbie Thompson,
second and third in the 200, and junior
Sandy Clark, w ho fin ished third in the
800.
The women's mile relay team
closed out the meet with a time of
4:19.5. which put them 14 seconds
ahead of runner-u- p Oberlin.
Wooster finished first in the tri-me- et
with 59 points, followed by host
Oberlin (49) and Heidelberg (31).
The men also got off to a good start
as juniorWayne Davis hefted the shot
41-9.7- 5, a personal best rnarKfcythe
men's first victory of the aftnsui.
Senior Shawn Judge finished second-behin- d
Davis with a throw of 39-0.7- 5.
"I was really pleased with Wayne's
performance today," said Rice. "He
kmd ofplateaued lor a while after the
indoor season, and today he did just
super, with a personal best no less."
Tbc trio of first-ye- ar Mike Baker.
Snow and cold weather didn't stop
the Fighting Scot baseball team (16-5-- 1)
as they easily took three games
from Kenyon (7-1- 3) this past week-
end.
In Saturday's first game the Scots
blanked Kenyon 19-- 0 behind the ex-
cellent pitching of senior right-hand- er
John Ramsier. Ramsier went the dis-
tance, allowing only three hits, im-
proving his season record to 5-- 1.
Offensively, Wooster dominated
with ou standing performances from
first-ye- ar leftfielder Todd Urban and
senior third baseman Erik Hagen.
The momentum continued in the
second game when Wooster rolled to
an easy 17-- 1 win over the Lords.
Throwing his second complete game
this season was junior starter Brett
Beech (5-1- ).
Hitting well for the Scots, with a
home run each, were sophomore Matt
Palm and Urban. Senior catcher Mark
Mc Kinney, returning from a head in-
jury, also had a good day at the plate.
"We played well and did what we
had to (to to win," said Wooster coach
Tun Ptettccini.
On Sunday, the Scots ousted
Kenyon again by a score of 14-- 9. The
atmosphere was a bit different than
Berger athlete of the week
WAA RELEASE
Imagine being "in season" all year
long. Every clay you have practice after
class and every weekend you have a
game or meet. For most athletes, this is
a terrible thought. But not for senior
Tammy Berger.
Berger, a sociology major from Bea-
ver Creek, is a three-seas- on athlete at
Wooster. In the fall, Berger plays
midfield for the soccer team; in the
winter, she is a guard for the basketball
team and jumps for the indoor track
team; and in the spring, she runs and
jumps for track. Itissafeiosaythat there
senior Alaric Van Dam and first-ye- ar
Matt Jarusinski went 1-- 2-3 in the jav-
elin to keep Wooster's momentum in
the field events going. Baker then
followed up with a second place in the
discus, with junior Scott Danison right
behind in thud, while Jarusinski went
on to tie for first in the pole vault
Senior Eric Dyrhsen leapt to a second
place finish in the long jump to finish
out Wooster's quick start in the field
events.
The Fighting Scots continued to
spank Oberlin and hapless Heidel-
berg on the track, despite the strong,
frigid wind.
First-ye- ar Damon Holmes wasted
no time in speeding into the wind to
grab firsts in the 100 and 200 meter
dashes to get the Scots going. Sopho-
more Pieter Salverda added a strong
performance in the 400 hurdles to
snag a win is 5&6 seconds. . .
the day before, however.
While picking up the win, the
Wooster pitching staff turned in a
sub-p- ar performance, allowing nine
runs on twelve hits and giving up
eight walks. JuniorJohnRamby(4-l- )
was the starter, aided in reliefby first-ye- ar
Nick Donatelli and junior left-
hander Barry Craddock.
The Scots were plagued by injury
again in the second inning when
junior first baseman Chris Cingolani
fractured his finger fielding a ground
ball in the grassy infiled of Kenyon's
McKloskey Field.
"Chris will be out for 1- -2 weeks,
maybe longer, depending on the
amount of pain he is having," said
Wooster head trainer Tom Love.
Problems and injuries aside, the
Scots hit the ball hard recording 14
runs on 14 hits thanks to triples by
Urban and Junior Matt Vincler, and
doubles from Palm, Yates and Kish.
"Overall, I think we played well.
Now we need to stay focused for the
three big weekends ahead," said
rVttorini.
The Scots are home this weekend
with a Friday game against Capital
and a weekend series against NCAC
conference rivals Ohio Weslyan.
are no other men or women on campus
who are as involved with Wooster ath-
letics. Berger has played every season
for four years except the soccer season
her first year. "It's lough to be so in-
volved," said Berger. "I have definitely
learned the skill of time management."
She says that what keeps her going is
the personal satisfaction she gets play-
ing sports. While Berger claims that she
has only had three free weekends all
year long, she says that she never gets
burned out because there is always a
new season just around the comer.
"People always ask me which sport I
continued on page 11, col. 2
Other stronz performances included
second place finishes by first-ye- ar
Alex Dawe (1500) and senior Jason
Hudson (400); and third place fin-
ishes byjunior Dave Bower(100 meter
dash) and seniors Jason Kelley (400)
and Dan Dickey (200).
Wooster cJosedthingsout with first
place finishes by both the 4x100 and
4x400 meter relays.
For the meet Wooster came away
in first with 81 points, followed by
Oberlin (68) and Heidelberg (22).
"I was really pleased with how both
teams did today," said head coach
Dennis Rice. "Performances were a
hniacCfduetothewnxLbutmspitaof
that we still came in and both teams
won."
The Fighting Scots will travel down
to Granville on Saturday to take on the
lop Division HI schools in Ohio at the
Jvisioalll All-Oh- io meet . - .
April 23, 1993
Men's lacrosse splits conference games
Scots hope to
break 300 nrith a
--win tomorrow
I MEN'S LACROSSE I
LAUREN COHEN
Editor-in-chi- ef
This weekbroughtboth victory and
defeat to Wooster's men's lacrosse
team. Last Saturday, the team was
defeated 12--6 by the Big Red of
Denison, butevened then-recor- d at 6--6
with their 16--S win over tbeOberlin
Yeomen Wednesday.
Denison, a contender for a spot in
the NCAA tournament, provided the
Scots with a difficult Saturday after-
noon. The troubJefcr the Scots began
in the firstquarter when then leading
scorer,senkxattackmanTom Bennett,
left the game due to a knee injury.
In the first half, the Big Red
outscored the Scots 5--3. Scoring in
the firsthalfwere first-yearmidfiel- der
Jesse Facirrt. senior atactanan Dave
Brewster.and senior midfielder John
Nlsrcinclc
The second half proved no better
for the Scots. Wooster scored only
three shots tocounter the seven scored
by Denisoo. The Scots gave op four
unmatchedtunatcneasnoainnieioaraiqimttr.h ts in the fourth quarter. " "T - -
SrLn j-- twice IrrCie 8XBrat3ltr2STkttEt6w
:Jfl.lJ 1 f IKIllnn A
. ... A Mgoal by first-ye- ar ifan AdamKelker rounded out the Scots' secon-
d-half tally.
They just had a little more fire
power man we did," stated Clark.
For the seniors on the men's la-
crosse team, Wedoesday'iwm against
NCAC competitor Oberlin was "an
opportunity to go out on a real good
note," according to head coach Tim
Clark.
Wooster's five unanswered goals
m the first quarter set the tone for the
rest of the game. By the end of the first
half, the Fighting Scots were ahead
10--3. Scoring for Wooster were
mm
StudentYouth Aktm HemAniMt
Frankfurt $318
London $28
Paris $305
Amsterdam $305
Madrid 5339
dtom ton CoJtM Onanmb or P- -
CcimeilTraucI
8 L 13th Ave. Columbus, OH 43201
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First-ye- ar attaefcrnan Adam Kelker
game against Oberfin. Kelker
" '
- ;J-- 1J
li-- IJ T 1JeffShenicandjunkymifffirlfWJack
Nay lor.
Although Wooster gave up five
goals to the Yeomen , they outscored
Oberlin 6--5 in the second half.
Marcinek, junior affartman Glenn
Nurmi and senior defenseman Chuck
Mallonee scored for the Scots in the
third quarter, and Marcinek, senior
inidfiekler Tate McCoy, and first--
Berger athlete
continued from page 10
Eke the best," Berger said. "Usually, I
answer according to whatever season k
is. Ifkssoccerseason,rm so involved
wiathatsportthatirsmyivcrileathe
tkne. If its basketball season, that's my
lUvonte sporL". :
At one time or another during her
Wooster career, Berger has been afl-aaiference- maa
four sports. Her goal
fcrher senior year was lobe altconfer-enc-e
in all four sports in the same year.
While Berger kat fell short by missing
the honors in mdoor tack, she may be
abtetocaptiaethreeaaonferencetttte
Berger says that her parents have
ALASKA SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT
Fisheries.
- Cm ttfirUwmlr m eannerieft or
I
S4.00O7 month
. .
on fishing
mm
botx. Fred
transportation Koom&Doarai uvh
' 8.000 opening. No experience
necessary. Male or fenule. --For' '
employment program caS
1-206-54-
5-4155 ext. A5562
nhno bv PAUL BORDEN
moves upfield daring Wednesday's
CODurlOvteQ one goal to uc own w
the fourth period.
Claik was pleased with the perfor-
mances of the underclassmen. "We
had good production from Baker.
Nuraii, and Shemo," he stated. "Next
year toeyTe going to be taking over
the reins."
The Scots travel to Kenyon tomor-
row, hoping to end the season on a
winning note and with a winning
record.
for all seasons
oUvmYvvom1)vT in athletics. Her
father tries to aoend all of her games at
Wooster even though k is a three-hou- r
dtive.dadinesiocomeioallofmy
games and even takesoff work tocome
watch me," Berger said.
Lis dearthatBergeris verydedicated
loathkska herLS-lopceveni- nv
sports. She studied the sujalLration of
female athletes and found that race and
class played a significant role ki which
srxxtswccnencncloparticq)ate. She
says that she would someday like to
coach basketball fat young girls.
While Berger'i knmeefcae plans in-du-de
taking me summer off. she even-
tually hopes to work in the FBI, where
neratnieocgaus are sure nisain.
CAMPUS WIDE
PICNIC - BLOCK PARTY
JAM
i
HOSTED BY DENE HOUSH
(829 COLLEGE)
CO-SPONSOR- ED BY
IMAGES &DREAM
Friday. April 23nL 5:00 pun. at
the comer of College & Pine
Scots come up short
Wooster still
lookingforfirst
conference win
MEN'S TENNIS
PETER JAMES
Sports Editor
The Fighting Scots men's tennis
team played conference favorite
Denisoo close, but as has been the
case all season, came up short in the
end.
The Big Reddefeated Wooster 7-- 2
on Wednesday ,dropping the Scots to
6--9 overall, 0--3 in the conference.
Of the six singles matches, five of
frem went the distance. In four of the
five Wooster won the first set, only to
lose the next two.
Theonly three setter the Scots were
able to salvage was at number three
singles, where first-ye-ar Johan
NyWom defeated Jacob Kline 2--6, 6--4,
6--3. Itwas Nyblom's strongest win
since returning from a back injury.
At number one singles, junior Ja-
son Gindele played the 44th ranked
player in the country Brian Maebius.
Gindele played well in taking the first
set, but couldn't hold the advantage
andlost64.4-6.4-- 6.
At second singles, junior James
tWeaverlayci'Mremotioiially
charged three tie breakers against Matt
S mucker. After taking the first set.
Weaver dropped the next two to lose
the match.
First-ye- ar WardFishermct the same
fate at fourth singles. After taking the
first set 6-- 3, Fisher was unable to
close out Mark Leighton. losing the
final two sets 3-- 6, 3-- 6.
The most convincing win came at
number five singles, where sopho-
mores David Hindle defeated Spen-cerSabo6-2,6- -2.
ftwas HindTe's fifth
straight win, raising his overall singles
record to 8--6.
Atnumber sixjuniorMikeCRegan
played well, but was defeated in three
sets by Sean Driscofl 7-- 6, 3-- 6, 4-- 6.
Losing four out of six singles
matches, the Scots needed to take all --
three doubles matches.
Atnumber one doubles, the team of
Weaver and Fisher were defeated in
straight sett 6--1, 64.
TheseconddoublesteamcGindele
and Hincfle were upaset when Gindele
had to retire because ofa back injury.
Gind, the triirdScctpIayer to suffer
a back injury this season, may miss
m
ly.-- . - ' :
photo by NEWS SERVICES
Sophomore David Hindle has
played in the fourth, fifth and
sixth positions for the Scots. He
has an 84 record, including five
straight wins.
some of this weekend's action.
ThethirddoublessquadofNybkxn
and OTtegan lost 6--2, 6--4.
While the Scots were losers to
Denison, Gindele believes their effort
was positive. "Being npetinve
in singles was a boost, despite the
losses. We needed that kind of com-petiti-ve
match. Itwasagcodmatchto
-t-ake into the Wooster Invitational,
OnFriday, the Scots hosted Wright
State, and recorded a very solid 6--3
victory.
The Scots claimed the match by
taking five of six singles matches.
The most impressive win was
posted by Fisher at number three
singles, as he defeated Romeo
VuScevski6-3,6-0.
Otherstraight set wins were notched
by Weaver, 7-- 5, 6--3 at two, Nyblom
7-- 6, 6-2- at four. Hindle 6-3,-6-1 at five
and ORegan 6--3, 6--1 at six.
The only loss came at number one.
Gindele get off toaslow start and was
unable to recover, losing 1-- 6, 6--7. -
With the match already decided,
die Scott seemed to let down a little
bit in doubles.
Weaver and Fisher were defeated
6-- 3, 7--6 at number one doubles. At
number two, Gindele and Hindle lost
8--6. ORegan and sophomore Mark
Hoven salvagedawin atnumber three,
winning 8-- 6.
The Scott will host the Wooster
Invitational tournament this weekend.
The first match will be played at 330
pjn. on Friday.
to call the Voice office at x2598 with
casn pnzc. uareiuraM)SPuiiuuuu;
question was Jim Rice.
SPORTS CHALLENGE
This week's question:
Who is the all time winningest coach in NBA history?
..v h Cnnnc Ftftm rtffVr vmi . the reader, the rjonorninitv to win
$5 All vou have to do is be the first
the correct answer, ana you win ine
answers. The answer to last week's
rage 11
tcm
0)
RESULTS
BASEBALL
Wooctcr 19. Kaiyon 0
Wooiter 17, Kenyan 1
Wooiter 14, Kenyon 9
GOLF
3th place
MEN'S LACROSSE
Denuon 12, Wooiter 6
Wooster 16,Oberlin8
WOMEN'S LACROSSE
Wooiter 14. Wittenberg 1 1
Wooiter 10, Kerry on 7
MEN'S TENNIS
Wooster 6, Wright Sute 3
Denuon 7. Wooster 2
WOMEN'S TENNIS
Wittenberg 7. Wooster 2
Wooster 6. Ohio Wesleyan 3
Wooster 9. Case Reserve 0
TRACK AND FIELD
Men - 1st place
Women -- 2nd place
QUOTES OF
THE WEEK
"Why dot job guys go out and do
sooM dgg"g in the outfield."
A Cincinnati scout in Australia. In
Australia, shagging is a slang term
for having sex.
"Did anybody s that train?"
New Jersey coach Herb Brooks after
a 7--0 loss lo the Penguins in Came 2
of the Stanley Cup Playoffs.
Richards leads surging women's tennis
I y WOMEN'S TENNIS
i g CHRISStaff WriterMACKEY
3"
After more than a month of near-perfe- ct
play. The College of Wooster
women's tennis team saw its bubble
burst by Wittenberg Saturday morn-
ing. The visiting Tigers snapped the
Fighting Scots' six-mat- ch winning
streak with a convincing 7-- 2 triumph
under fiigidecavhtions. Wooster did
rebound lodefeatOhioWesleyan and
Case Western Reserve, 6-- 3 and 9--0
respectively, raising their overall
record to 1 1-4- ,4-1 in the coriference.
Oddly enough, Wooster opened and
closed singles play with a victory, but
sarrfwichedin between werefour wins
by Wittenberg. Senior Liz Richards
staked the Scots to a 1-- 0 lead withao-- 4,
6--2 win over Sheryl Myers at num-
ber one singles, but the Tigers Cathy
Crews answered with a 6--3, 64 tri-
umph over first-ye- ar Gina Castro at
number two.
Wittenberg took the lead whenBeth
Ann Young upended sophomore
Emily Fortney 6--1, 6-- 3 at number
three, and the Tigers extended that
lead when former Trrway Titan An-
drea Whitrnoyer knocked off first-ye- ar
Andi Rexnhart at number four.
Laura Randall made it fbur in a row
for Wittenberg with a 6-- 1. 6-- 3 win at
number five before Wooster sopho-
more Gabriele Wilson fought back
for a 2-- 6, 6-- 2, 7-- 5 victory over Rae
Arm Ripa at number six.
The doubles matches belonged to
the Tigers, who swept all three con-
tests. Richards and Castro fell to
Myers and Crews 64, 6-- 3 at number
cne;FcaTiwarriChckeykloYc)ung
and Randall 6-- 1, 6-- 2 at number two;
and Reinhart and senior Allison
McDowell were beaten by Whitrnoyer
and Cathy Hamann 7-- 5, 64 at num-
ber three.
This match was an improvement
over last year for us, but it was still
very disappointing," said Wooster
head coach Chris Hart. "We did not
compete as hard as I thought we could
have."
Wooster bounced back from the
loss to Wittenberg by defeating con-
ference rivals Ohio Wesleyan and
Case western Keserve on luesoay
and Wednesday3JL
Golfers finish fifth in
MARK HUGH
Staff Writer
The College of Wooster golf team
continued its golf season by traveling
to Granville, Ohio, to play in the
Denison University Invitational Golf
Tournament
This tournament featured 20 colle-
giate golf teams including the seem-
ingly invincible Ohio Wesleyan. Other
farnlliarscrioolsparticipHtmgircluded
Allegheny, Kenyon Wittenberg,
Mount Union, and Denison.
This 36-hc- le tournament had all the
right ingredients for the first top-thr- ee
finish for Wooster this year. Without
First-Te- ar Gma Castro stretches for
.. r. . . m it , . r - MWittenberg.
Against Ohio Wesleyan, Richards
opened with a convincing 6--2, 6--1
over Shelly Smart at number one
singles, but the Bishops' Margie
Schultz evened the score with a 6--0,
6-2triurrqphoverfirst-yea-
rGimCastro
at number two.
Reinhart put Wooster back on top
with a 6--1, 6-- 3 victory over Wendy
Vizzo at number three, and sopho-
more Jill Chokey made it 3--1 by de-
feating Lisa Kerson 6--3, 6--2 at num-
ber four.
Wilson, who moved up to the fifth
spot toreplace Fortney, gave the Fight-
ing Scots a 4--1 advantage by beating
Stacy Whitmore 6--1, 6--3 at number
five. But Ohio Wesleyan won the
final singles match as Megan Baldino
bested McDowell, and overcame a 5--2
deficit to win the first set 7-- 5 and
GOLF
any strong Division I or II teams in
the field, all Wooster had to do was
come out and play good golf and
Wooster would certainly be one of
top finishers.
However, just as in previous tour-
naments this year, the team struggled
on the first day of the tournament
Team leader, senior Randy Pitts, who
has beeaasyinbol ofstability through-
out the year, finally showed be was
hurnanandsrKXapooropenmground
of 87.
In fact not one Woostergolfer was
able to shoot in the 70's on the first
photo by PAUL BORDEN
a wide forehand voiiey during Saturday morning's match agalnsi
-J! J A. esAm "T
then take the match with a 6--2 victory
in the second set
"This was a big win for us because
we were without Emily (Fortney),
who had an academic comrnitment,"
said Hart. "Along with that, we played
the match indoors on an extremely
fast surface, but our players did a riice
job adjusting."
Fortney returned to the lineup on
Wednesday, and the Scots breezed
past CWRU. In singles, Richards
at number one. Castrobounced
Rachel Dayton 6--1, 6--1 at number
two; Fortney edged Sameea Chughtai
6--3, 6--3 at number three. Reinhart
fought off Sonja Lechowick 4--6, 64,
6--1 at number four, Chokey won by
default at number five when Stacey
Cariin sustained an ankle injury; and
Denison Invitational
day of competition. Sophomore Ken
Gude had the top score of the day with
an 80.
As a result, the team found them-
selves in a tie for sixth place, 24
strokes behind the leader, Ohio
Weselyan.
Wooster came for the second round
determined to play up to their poten-
tial and they did jua that The tourna-me-nt
may have been out of their reach,
but third place was not
Pitts, who played so poorly the day
before, came outandfireda77 to lead
a Wooster assault in which all the
players shot in the 70's. Gude tied
Pitts 77 and Nye turned in a 78.
Wcosters second day total of 3 1 1
r
V
1
Wilson shutdown Edith Kang 6-1,6- -0
at number six.
In doubles, Richards and Castro
beat Shivashanker and Dayton 6-3,7- -6
at number one, and Chokey and
Wilson made short work ofChughtai
and Lechowick, winning 6--2, 6--1 at
number two. The Spartans defaulted
at third doubles because ofan injury.
"Case was unable to bring four of
its top players, which made it tough
for them, said Hart. "Still, I was
pleased with our effort I thought that
Liz (Richards) played well despite
having a sore knee, and that Gabriele
(Wilson) continued her improved play,
which has brought us some key wins
at number six during the past few
weeks."
The Scots travel to Alliance Satur-
dayafterrxxinio fake on MctintUiuon.
was the second best team score of the
day, but it wasn't enough to catapult
them into the top three. Instead, the
team had to settle for a fifth place
finish with a two day score of (643)
behind tournament winner Ohio
Wesleyan (610), Allegheny (636).
Ctaerbein (637),and Winenberg (640).
The Scot golf team will have the
weekend off in order to prepare for the
Ohio Wesleyan Invitational, which is
set for April 30 and May 1.
The Scots must finish the season
strong so that they will be given con-siderati- on
for the 1993 NCAA Divi-
sion inNational Champkmshro Tour-
nament at the University of
